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In this paper, spatial temperature profiles are examined in the nonequilibrium relaxation region behind a

stationary shock wave in a hypervelocity air Mach 7.42 freestream. The normal shock wave is established through a

Mach reflection from an opposing wedge arrangement in an expansion tube facility. Schlieren images confirm that

the shock configuration is steady and the location is repeatable. Emission spectroscopy is used to identify dissociated

species and tomake vibrational temperaturemeasurements using both the nitric oxide and the hydroxyl radicalA-X

band sequences. Temperaturemeasurements are presented at selected locations behind the normal shock. LIFBASE

is used as the simulation spectrum software for OH temperature-fitting; however, the need to access higher vibra-

tional and rotational levels for NO leads to the use of an in-house developed algorithm. For NO, results demonstrate

the contribution of higher vibrational and rotational levels to the spectra at the conditions of this study. Very good

agreement is achieved between the experimentally measured NO vibrational temperatures and calculations

performed using an existing state-resolved, three-dimensional forced-harmonic oscillator thermochemical model.

The measured NO vibrational temperatures are significantly higher than the OH temperatures.

I. Introduction

AT HYPERSONIC conditions encountered during atmospheric
planetary entry, molecular real gas processes become signifi-

cant. Thermal transitions and chemical reactions are known to affect
flight aerodynamics, for example increased energy absorption by
chemical reactions leads to a decreased shock standoff distance for
a given test configuration [1]. Behind a strong shock, high tem-
peratures and large radiative heating rates occur. The extent and
profile of the postshock relaxation region must be predicted to infer
aerothermodynamic loads on the vehicle body. The complexity of a
thermochemically active, hypersonic flow tests the current limits
of computational modeling [2]. Experimental data, particularly
obtained using nonintrusive techniques, are therefore valuable, but
conditions are typically challenging for measurement diagnostics.

The goal of this study is to investigate the nonequilibrium
relaxation region behind a normal shock using spectroscopic
radiation measurements. By doing so, we aim to demonstrate the
applicability of emission spectroscopy as a diagnostic for hyper-
velocity flows. The normal shock is created via a Mach reflection
(MR) using an opposingwedge arrangement. The choice of a normal
shock eliminates flowfield complexities associated with a curved
bow shock, such as mixed subsonic–supersonic regions, entropy
gradients due to flow curvature, and three-dimensionality. Nitric
oxide A-X (also referred to as the gamma, or � band) and hydroxyl
radical A-X band transitions are used to measure postshock

vibrational temperature profiles in a high-enthalpy, nominal Mach
7.4 air flow.

NOandOH spectral data have previously been the focus of a series
of sounding rocketflight experimentsmeasuring ultraviolet emission
behind a bow shock which were carried out in an effort to validate
aerodynamic and radiative transfer models at reentry conditions [3].
Single scans at 89.7 to 76.4 kmwere dominated by nitric oxide (A-X)
gamma band emissions. In contrast, the summed spectra at 100 km
was dominated by hydroxyl (A-X) bands, primarily (1,0) and (0,0).
Significant computational and theoretical analyses have been com-
pleted upon these data. Initially, the primary aim was to compare
radiation model predictions with data based upon spectral emission
obtained from four NO electronic bands [4–6]. With only A-X band
radiation being observed for the OH molecule, focus then shifted to
developing OH specific radiation models for comparison with the
experimental data. Numerical investigations have been completed
based upon these models including work completed by Levin et al.
[7–10], Gimelschein et al. [11], Kossi and Boyd [12], and Levin et al.
[13]. In certain cases, significant differenceswere found betweenOH
A-system vibrational temperature and those of the bulk flow. With
outstanding issues arising from theflight experiments, one aimof this
study is to provide additional temperature data behind hypersonic
shock fronts with strong OH A-X emission at elevated temperatures.

In a partially dissociated and vibrationally excited freestream,
Nerem et al. havemeasured relaxation times of dissociated air behind
a normal shock for shock speeds between 4.9 to 6:8 km=s by
examining the radiative emission time-history [14]. Vibrational
temperatures and relaxation times behind normal shock waves, with
shocked temperatures between 1400–3200 K, were measured by
Russo for CO test gas mixtures [15]. Time-resolved vibrational
temperature measurements of CO were made using the emission
band-reversal method and the line-reversal method for seeded
sodium by assuming equilibrium between CO vibrational and
sodium electronic temperatures. In theMach range of 3.5–5.7,Moser
and Hindelang measured nitric oxide vibrational relaxation times
behind incident normal shock waves [16,17]. Moser and Hindelang
employed infrared diode laser absorption spectroscopy tuned to
specific ro-vibrational transitions for a NO–Ar gasmixture. At shock
velocities of 6:2 km=s, Sharma and Gillespie conducted rotational
and vibrational temperature measurements behind a normal shock
[18], which sought to advance previous nonequilibrium relaxation
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region measurements by Allen et al. [19–21]. In each of these cases,
nitrogen was the test gas. Sharma and Gillespie [18] completed their
measurements using photomultiplier tube radiometers and the
second positive system of N2. Using the Marseille free-piston shock
tube and a shock velocity of 5:8 km=s, Labracherie et al. studied the
nonequilibrium region downstream of a normal shock wave [22].
Labracherie et al. presented the temporal evolution of vibrational and
rotational temperatures and did not specifically investigate spatial
temperature gradients. Temperature measurements were made for a
methane–nitrogen–argon mixture using the CN B-X electronic
transition. Using the spontaneous emission of the �v� 0 band of
CN, Ramjuan et al. spatially measured the relaxation region behind a
normal shock with a velocity of 5:6 km=s [23]. Recently, Rond et al.
used the CN violet system to show time-resolved postshock intensity
profiles and to measure postshock vibrational temperatures using
emission spectroscopy [24].

These previous studies demonstrate that emission spectroscopy
is a viable technique for determining internal energy mode tem-
peratures within a nonequilibrium flowfield.CO2 flowfields were the
focus of many of the experimental studies that utilized emission
spectroscopy as the diagnostic technique, and CNwas the species of
interest. In the current study, we examine air flows with NO and OH
as the emitter species. Experimental results from Calspan University
of Buffalo Research Center, for shock velocities between 3–4 km=s,
used emission spectroscopy to identify the NO A-X band as the
dominant radiator behind strong shocks for aO2-N2 gasmixture [25].
A follow-up experimental study used the region behind the shock
wave to determine the squared transition moment value of the NO
gamma band and to obtain time-dependent NO gamma radiative
signals [26]. The calculation of internal energy mode temperatures
using radiation signals from NO band systems via comparison with
numerical spectra simulation has been successfully demonstrated on
numerous occasions in air plasma experiments. In the NASA Ames
20 MW arcjet wind tunnel, vibrational temperatures have been
measured by using the emission spectra of the NO � (A-X) and �
(C-X) bands [27,28]. In the same facility, rotational temperatures
have also determined using the NO ��0; 4�, ��0; 0�, ��0; 1�, ��0; 2�,
and ��0; 3� bands [29]. Using strong � and weaker � (B-X), �, and �
(D-X) band transitions, all internal energy mode temperatures were
measured for plasma discharges in air [30].

In the previous shock wave studies, measurements have been
made behind propagating waves. In the present experiments, we
instead establish a stationary shock using an opposing double wedge
model geometry. The flowfield is first visualized using the schlieren
technique. Shock angles are measured, and since the free stream
inflow conditions are known, the frozen postshock state is well-
characterized.

The shock tube was almost exclusively the only type of impulse
facility used in the previous experimental studies discussed above. In
reflected-shock tunnels, chemical freezing within the nozzle and
freestream nonequilibrium effects can alter the test gas [31–33]. An
expansion tube is an alternate means of achieving high-enthalpy
hypersonic conditions. Therefore, this work also serves as a test bed
for demonstrating the applicability of emission spectroscopic tech-
niques for temperature measurement within an expansion tube.
Emission spectroscopy can provide useful data for facility charac-
terization. At the TCM2 free-piston shock tunnel in France, emission
spectra have been used to calculate useful test times and demonstrate
test-time homogeneity for different operating conditions [34,35].
Test-time determination and species identification in the JX1 expan-
sion tube facility using emission spectroscopy was performed by
Ramjuan et al. [36]. Expansion tubes typically exhibit shorter test

times than those exhibited in shock-tube and arcjet wind tunnel
facilities, which reduces the emission signal strength. To the knowl-
edge of the authors, this is the first study to conduct vibrational
temperaturemeasurements using optical emission spectroscopy in an
expansion tube.

II. Experimental Setup

A. Hypervelocity Expansion Tube Facility

The hypervelocity expansion tube (HET) is a 9.14 m long facility
consisting of three sections (driver, driven, and accelerator) all with
150 mm inner bore diameter, initially separated by primary and
secondary diaphragms. The initial gas pressure and composition can
be varied to achieve nominal Mach number operating conditions
between 3.0 to 8.5 and stagnation enthalpies of 4.5 to 8:0 MJ=kg. In
the present study, an air test gas, helium driver, and accelerator gas
run condition (labeled Air-5) with Mach number 7.42 is selected.
Calculated test gas properties are shown in Table 1.

The facility is initially evacuated, then each section filled to the
desired initial pressure. Both dry (bottled) and moist (room) air were
used as the test gas. The primary diaphragm burst pressure (driver
pressure) is measured using a Setra 206 pressure gauge. Driven and
accelerator initial fill pressures are monitored using MKSPiezo�
A900-02 transducers. Vacuum pressures (below 2000 mtorr) in the
accelerator section are measured using a MKS Baratron 626A
transducer with 2 torr full scale, rated to 0.25% of the reading.
This model was deliberately selected as the capacitance manometer
pressure-measurement mechanism is invariant to the gas com-
position. Initial pressures in the accelerator section are typically on
the order of 300 mtorr, and the influence of air-leakage into the
acceleration section is mitigated by initially evacuating the section
down to 200 mtorr, flushing with helium up to 12 kPa, and then
performing the final evacuation down to the desired pressure. Within
the facility, the acceleration section leak-rate was measured to be
0:3–0:4 m torr=min, and the subsequent partial pressure of air based
upon these leak-rate measurements is low enough such that the effect
is negligible based on perfect-gas dynamic calculations. Character-
ization of the out-gassing phenomena for these set of experiments,
yielded a maximum 7 mtorr increase after the final accelerator
evacuation. Pressure data were recorded using a National
Instruments data acquistion system, consisting of a PXI-1031
chassis, a BNC-2100 eight-channel connector block, and a 14-bit
PXI-6133 3 MS=s simultaneous sampling multifunction data
acquisition module. A full description of the facility, measurement
capabilities, and facility operation can be found inDufrene et al. [37].
Facilty operation has been previously characterized experimentally
and numerically [37,38].

In an expansion tube, imperfect secondary diaphragm rupture,
shorter test times, and core flow reduction due to acceleration section
viscous effects result in a challenging measurement environment.
However, the advantages of minimized freestream dissociation
and no nonequilibrium processes during a nozzle expansion, make
the expansion tube an attractive alternative means for creating
hypervelocity flows.

B. Imaging System and Spectroscopic Setup

MR configurations were visualized using a schlieren system
consisting of a Xenon nanopulser (10 ns duration) white light source
and pco.1660 (Cooke Corporation) charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera. The system is triggered via the transmitted shock arrival
at a 1 MHz response pitot pressure transducer (PCB 113A26)

Table 1 Selected test gas freestream parametersa

M7 ho;7, MJ=kg Test time, �s p7; pitot, kPa p7, Pa ut, m=s u7, m=s us, m=s T7, K

Experimental 7.30 —— 104 53:64� 6:1 —— 4148� 47 —— 2044� 42 ——

Theoretical 7.42 7.88 163 55.6 778 5228 3777 1995 644

aTheoretical calculations assuming one-dimensional, perfect-gas dynamics are compared with experimental measurements. Subscript 7 denotes the
test gas.M is the Mach number, T is the static temperature, and ho is the stagnation enthalpy.
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sting-mounted in the test section 31.75 mm below the model
centerline. Schlieren images and pitot pressure traces from previous
experiments [37] and simulations [39] ensure a repeatable and steady
MR during the test time.

For the spectroscopicmeasurements, the broadband emission light
is collected and collimated at 90 deg to the vertical axis plane of the
test section with a 200 mm focal length, 50.8 mm diameter (f/4) UV
coated lens (Figs. 1a and 1b). The collimated light is then focused for
an imaging spectrograph. Two spectrographs were used in this study:
a f=2CP140 Jobin Yvon spectrograph for measurements which will
be referred to as coarse, and a f=4 270M SPEX spectrograph for
measurements which will be referred to as fine. Spectral lines were
visualized using a Princeton Instruments PI-MAX MG:512SB
intensified CCD camera system and a ST-133 camera controller.
For each run, the camera exposurewas set to 80 �s in order to capture
as large a portion of the test gas as possible without accelerator or
driver gas contamination. For the f=4 270M SPEX spectrograph
measurements, a slit size of 43 �m was selected as a compromise
between signal strength and resolution. At the focal plane of the
spectrometer for the fine measurements, the dispersion across the
chip was 0:07 nm=pixel, corresponding to a wavelength range of
35.71 nm. The measured resolution is 1.4 Å. For the coarse
measurements, two different slit sizes of 25 and 50 �m were used.
For theNOwavelength and intensity calibration, a hollow cathode Fe
lamp and a L6302 D2 Hamamatsu lamp with Oriel 6310 power
supply are used, respectively. For the OH wavelength and intensity
calibration, an Oriel pencil style 6035 Hg–Ar lamp with a 6045
power supply and a 20 W Newport 6319 tungsten lamp with a Oriel
68735 power supply are used, respectively. For the coarse resolution
results, for which no intensity calibration was performed, the 6035
Hg–Ar pencil lamp was the wavelength calibration source.

While emission spectroscopy is referred to as a point mea-
surement, a finite collection volume does exist. In order to determine
the one-dimensional (in the axial direction) extent of this imaging
point, a calibrated point source was mounted on a translation stage
and traversed slightly upstream and downstream while the intensity
was recorded. The full-width half-maximum of the recorded
intensity profile is 1 mm with an uncertainty of�0:25 mm. As with
the schlieren system, spectrometer acquisition sequences were
triggered using the transmitted shock arrival at the test section pitot
probe which was located within the core flow, 31.75 mm below the
tube centerline [37].

III. Thermochemical Calculations

The experimental results are compared with calculations using an
existing thermochemical model [40], based on the semiclassical,
forced-harmonic oscillator model with free-rotating molecule paths

by Adamovich and Rich [41], Macheret and Adamovich [42], and
Adamovich [43]. The molecule–molecule rates of Adamovich [43]
are extended to higher collisional energies by a curve fit function
obtained byminimizing the deviation from the numerical integration
of the transition probability over all possible O2, N2, and NO
transfers. The three-dimensional collisional model of Adamovich
and Rich [41] is used for the molecule–atom rates. State-resolved
chemical reaction rates are taken from Bose and Candler [44,45].
Boltzmann distributions are assumed for NO produced by the first
Zeldovich reaction. However, non-Boltzmann distributions are
modeled for NO produced by the second Zeldovich reaction [45].
Using the master equation approach of Park [33], a total of 37, 48,
and 40 vibrational levels for O2, N2, and NO, respectively, are
obtained in addition to monatomic O, N, and Ar, resulting in a 128-
species mixture. The extended thermochemical model has been
previously validated by comparision with experimentally obtained
data for rate constants [46,47], vibrational relaxation times [48,49],
dissociation rates [50,51], and vibration–vibration transfer proba-
bilities [52]. Initial inflow conditions for the calculations (static
pressure, static temperature, and test gasMach number) are obtained
from inviscid, perfect-gas calculations of expansion tube operation.

IV. Results

A. Test Gas Freestream Condition

Table 1 summarizes the test gas freestream condition with a
comparison between experimentally measured values and inviscid,
one-dimensional, perfect-gas calculations. The experimental values
presented are ensemble averaged across a total of 28 separate events,
consisting of 20 experiments for NO spectra acquisition and 8
experiments for OH spectra acquisition. Across most of the test
condition parameters the agreement between theoretical expectation
andmeasurement is very good. The largest discrepancy is seen in the
calculated andmeasured values of the transmitted shock velocity, ut.
However, two-dimensional Navier–Stokes simulations of a very
similar run condition (Air-1) have shown that the transmitted shock
is considerably attenuated due to viscous effects through the
acceleration section [38]. Good agreement was obtained between the
numerically predicted and the experimentally measured velocity.
The previous run condition, Air-1, differs fromAir-5 (condition used
in the current study, see Sec. II.A) only by the primary diaphragm
burst pressure. Perfect-gas predictions indicate that the transmitted
shock velocity differs by only 1% for the change in burst pressure.
Therefore, ut is assumed to be invariant with burst pressure and the
calculated ut over-prediction results from the inviscid, one-
dimensional assumption. The experimental test gas Mach number
is calculated from the measured pitot pressure, p7;pitot, using the

Fig. 1 Experimental setup: a) Three-dimensional schematic of imaging spectroscopy collection system and b) schematic of experimental data

acquisition setup.
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theoretical prediction of the static test gas pressure, p7. Very low
signal-to-noise ratios prevent experimental measurement of p7 for
the current run condition. Despite a lower than theoretically pre-
dicted test-time, a sufficient slug of test gas exists in which to make
spectroscopic measurements.

B. Asymmetric Mach Reflection

AMR is created by an asymmetric wedge configuration as shown
in the schlieren image of Fig. 2a, which displays the Mach stem
bridging two triple points from which free shear layers emanate.
Twenty-five- and thirty-five-degree half-angle wedges are used
with a tip-to-tip separation of 25.4 mm. In order to avoid three-
dimensional effects, inlet aspect ratios of 1.25 and wedge aspect
ratios of 5 were used [53].

The MR has been extensively studied throughout the literature as
an example of a shock–shock interaction which occurs extensively in
aerodynamic applications. With significant thermochemical effects
present in the current study, it is important to characterize their
anticipated influence upon the MR configuration. Numerous
previous studies have confirmed that the overall MR configuration is
displaced forward and the Mach stem height is decreased in the
presence of nonequilibrium effects [54–57]. The Mach stem height
reduction increases the experimental difficulty as the postshock
measurement area is also decreased. Numerical simulations of the
current asymmetric wedge arrangement indicate that the flowfield is
significantly dependent upon the thermochemical model [39].
Frozen, finite-rate and equilibrium models were examined, for
which the finite-rate simulation provided the best agreement with
experiment. However, the simulation predicted a slightly further
recessed and longer Mach stem than experimentally observed. The
simulations also indicated that the Mach stem position is stationary
20 �s after the passing of the contact surface. For a test gas duration
of approximately 120 �s this, combined with a consistent triggering
event, confirms that a steady MR exists during data collection.

The MR configuration geometry has been verified via mea-
surement of shock angles from the schlieren images. The results are
presented in Table 2 and compared against perfect-gas predictions.
The subscripts refer to the MR schematic depicted in Fig. 2b. The

theoretical reflected-shock angleswere determined from shock-polar
calculations. Comparisons yield very good agreement between
incident shock angles. The differences observed for the lower triple-
point reflected-shock and slipstream angles are more pronounced,
especially so for the slipstream angle. While the static test gas
temperature has not been directly measured, the agreement between
test gas pitot pressure, test gas Mach number, primary and trans-
mitted shock speeds, and incident shock angles suggests that
freestream conditions are well-predicted by perfect-gas theory.

From schlieren images, the Mach stem is measured to be 3.9 mm
high, almost perpendicular, located 12.7 mm downstream of the
wedge tip plane and its centerline located 2 mm below the tube axial
centerline. As Fig. 2a shows, the uniform region behind the Mach
stem which is not influenced by the converging shear-layer
slipstreams is very small (approximately 5 mm). It is therefore
imperative that the spatial locations of the spectra collection points
are known very precisely with respect to the wedge tip plane. This
involves determining the repeatability of theMach stem location and
potential shift from experiment to experiment. The deviation on both
height and location measurements was found to be�0:5 mm. With
an uncertainty of�0:25 mm in the imaging location (see Sec. II.B)
this results in a combined spatial uncertainty of�0:75 mm. Repeat
experiments show the movement of the Mach stem is small enough
with respect to the uniform region length and the Mach stem height
such that the calibration imaging point (acquired before the
experiment) corresponds to the same location within the flowfield
during the experiment. Measurements were made along the Mach
stem centerline at�1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5mmdownstream of theMach
stem, locations indicated by the symbols in Fig. 2a.

Calculations of the expected species concentrations and
temperatures in the postshock relaxation region were carried out
using the thermochemical model discussed in Sec. III, and are
presented in Figs. 3 and 4. These figures demonstrate the chemical
and thermal nonequilibrium nature of the flowfield. The mole
fraction profiles up to 5mmdownstreamof theMach stem for thefive
major species considered in the model, NO, O2, N2, O, and N, are
shown in Fig. 3. The results predict dissociation behind the normal
shock with the presence of NO, O, and N. Figure 4 displays the
translational temperature, and the equivalent [40] and A-state
vibrational temperatures for NO, N2, and O2 calculated along the
centerline of the Mach stem up to 5 mm downstream of the Mach
stem. The frozen and equilibrium temperatures are calculated to be
7332 and 3872 K, respectively. The A-state vibrational temperature
(described as the first vibrational temperature in the Massa and
Austin paper) is calculated according to

e1 � e0
k log�N0

N1
� (1)

where N and e denote the mole numbers and energies for the
subscripted levels, respectively, and k is theBoltzmann constant [40].
The NO temperatures initially overshoot the frozen temperature.

Fig. 2 MR configuration: a) schlieren image of an asymmetric MR in
Air-5 test condition, nominal freestream Mach number of 7.42 (wedge

tip-to-tip spacing is 24.5 mm, and emission spectroscopy measurement

locations are indicated) and b) schematic of an asymmetric MR.

Table 2 Comparison between theoretically and

experimentally measured MR shock

and shear-layer angles

Shock angles,
deg

Theoretical Experimental

�1 46.6 44:4� 0:3
�2 33.0 32:5� 0:3
�4 40.6 45:1� 0:3
�2 �7:4 �2:7� 0:3 Fig. 3 Calculatedmole fractiondistributions forfive species up to 5mm

downstream of the Mach stem.
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This behavior is associated with the formation of NO in a non-
Boltzmann distribution via the second Zeldovich reaction [44,45].
NO also exhibits the largest difference between the equivalent and
A-state vibrational temperatures.

C. Species Identification

A spectrum obtained 10 mm downstream of the Mach stem over
the wavelength regime of 200–400 nm using the f=2 CP140 Jobin
Yvon spectrograph is shown in Fig. 5. Coarse resolution acquisition
was initially undertaken as a means of identifying potential
temperature-measurement appropriate species. Only the 50 �m
results are presented since this resolution provided the largest
intensity levels (a 25 �m slit was also used). The identified emitters
with temperature-fitting potential in this wavelength regime are NO,
OH, and N�2 . Emission from the OH radical has the strongest signal
and dominates the entire spectrum. Certain portions of the spectrum
are magnified in order to show the presence of N�2 and NO. Based
on these results, the decision was made to concentrate efforts for
temperature measurements upon the ultraviolet portion of the
spectrum using OH and NO. Additional measurements also detected
no noticeable signatures in the visible region.

OH is present in the flowfield due tomoisture contamination in the
air test gas. As discussed in Sec. I, NO and OH spectral data have
previously been the focus of a series flight experiments measuring
ultraviolet emission behind a bow shock. Calculations for these
experiments showed the presence of trace amounts ofwater vapor did
not affect the density, temperature, andmajor species (N2,O2, NO,N,
O) concentrations behind the shock [4]. In the present work, to check

the presence of water vapor or associated radical species had no
measurable effect on the temperature measurements, experiments
were carried out with both dry (bottled) and moist (room) air.

D. OH Results

Because of the strong signal strength, initial measurements were
conducted using the emission spectra of OH. The OH A-X band
calibration setup was also easier to implement than the NOA-X band
as a traditional blackbody radiation source with analytical solution
could be used. The location of data collection with respect to theMR
are shown in Fig. 2a. No signal was observed at the�1 mm location
upstream of the Mach stem.

Fine-scale spectra were collected and temperature fits constructed
for the A2

P� ! X2
Q

electronic transition in the 307–320 region.
An example of an emission spectrum for the OH A-X band obtained
4 mm downstream of the Mach stem is shown in Fig. 6. Simulated
and experimentally observed spectra are compared. At each axial
location, LIFBASE [58] was used to generate simulated spectra
across a broad temperature range at coarse temperature increments
of 100 K using Lorentzian profiles and a resolution of 0.14 nm.
Wavelengths were interpolated so that the LIFBASE data points
matched up with the experimental points and at each temperature
increment a scaling factor was computed which reduces the residual,
a value defined to be the sumof the differences between experimental
and predicted intensity peak values across the entire spectral range.
The smallest residual of the entire temperature range provided the
fit vibrational temperature. The rotational and translational energy
modes are assumed to be in equilibrium.Once the coarse temperature
was determined, further optimization was performed such that the
final temperature increment was 20 K. This final simulation
uncertainty of 20 K is deemed appropriate as it is small compared
with typical temperature uncertainty values arising from the major
sources of experimental error (see Sec. IV.F), independent of the
spatial location of the measurement. As shown by Fig. 6, the results
indicate that the intensities across the entire spectrum match up very
well and that reasonable temperature fits have been achieved. Spectra
collected at 1 mm upstream of the Mach stem yielded no signal,
confirming the spatial precision of the imaging location technique
and lack of freestream dissociation in the facility.

E. NO Results

Experiments were undertaken in order to investigate the NO �
band. Since this is a nonequilibrium flowfield, it should be noted that
there are multiple vibrational temperatures associated with the
different electronic states of the nitric oxide molecule. Figure 7 is an
example of three NO spectra at three different streamwise locations
of 2, 3, and 4 mm downstream from the Mach stem. The signal
strength is observed to attenuate markedly with increasing axial
distance.

Fig. 4 Temperature profiles up to 5mmdownstream of theMach stem.

In this figure, the dotted line (thin) represents the translational

temperature, the solid (thin) lines represent the equivalent vibrational
temperatures of each species, and the dash-dotted (thin) lines represent

the A-state vibrational temperatures. The upper and lower dashed

(thick) lines show the frozen (7332 K) and equilibrium (3872 K)

temperatures, respectively.

Fig. 5 Spectrum obtained 10mm downstream of theMach stemwith a

50�m slit and 50�s exposure time with certain portions of the spectrum

magnified.

Fig. 6 Simulated LIFBASE and experimental OH spectra obtained 4

mm downstream of the Mach stem for a vibrational temperature of

4140 K.
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Spectral fitting to the NO data using LIFBASE yielded very
high temperatures, possibly due to the LIFBASE rotational and
vibrational quantum number limits of 80 and 5, respectively.
Calculations across an appropriate temperature range revealed that
nonnegligible Boltzmann rotational and vibrational populations
exist for NO above these limits. Hence, an in-house algorithm
developed byGlumacwith user-definedmaximum limits was used to
generate simulated spectra. Vibrational and rotational energies are
determined to the third- and second-order, respectively, via Dunham-
type potential expansions. For consistency, the spectroscopic
constants used in these expansions are taken as those fromLIFBASE
[58] and are summarized in Appendix A. For the doublet ground
state, the lower and upper configuration energies are calculated using
the analytical expressions of Kovacs [59]. The dependence of the
spin-orbit parameter, A, upon the vibrational quantum number is
taken from Amiot [60]. Line strengths were calculated via multi-
plication of the Franck–Condon factors and the Hönl–London
factors. The Hönl–London factors for the doublet transitions were
determined following the expressions of Kovacs [59] and the
Franck–Condon factors were taken from Ory et al. [61]. Conversion
from vacuum to air wavelengths is achieved via the Edlen formula.
The LIFBASE simulation formulates emission intensity as a function
ofmolecule lifetime, emission coefficients, and predissociation rates.
LIFBASE calculates the emission coefficients by incorporating
the Hönl–London factors and the transition probabilities that are
calculated using the Rydberg–Klein–Ress method. The predissoci-
ation phenomena has been observed for the NO � band and has been
experimentally [62], theoretically [63], and numerically [64] shown
to be dependent upon both vibrational and rotational quantum
numbers. Vibrational levels of v0 � 4 and 5 can predissociate and for
v0 � 3, rotational levels above N0 � 25 can predissociate [62].
However, for the most part transitions from these levels result in

energies outside the current wavelength regime. As identified by
Fig. 8, the dominant vibrational transitions which weigh heavily
upon the temperature-fitting procedure will not predissociate as
explained above. Furthermore, LIFBASE simulations for 220–
255 nm show no difference between spectra with and without
predissociation broadening. Therefore, predissociation is not con-
sidered to be a phenomena which needs to be considered for the
wavelength range of interest. Spectroscopic constants and expres-
sions used within the inhouse simulation are outlined in Table A1.

Figure 8 shows a comparison between LIFBASE and an in-house
simulation for a temperature of 6200 K for limits of �max � 5 and
Jmax � 80 (limits inherent to LIFBASE). Themajor vibrational band
transitions are also indicated. The spectra are normalized by the
maximum intensity in each case, which corresponds to the (0,1) peak
value. The agreement between the two simulations is very good
and within the experimental spectral resolution. Figure 9 shows
a comparison between the two in-house simulations, one with the
lower limits of �max � 5 and Jmax � 80 and the other with the
extended limits of �max � 20 and Jmax � 250. As evident in the
figure, the use of the extended limits alters the intensity distribution
across major portions of the spectrum. The extended vibrational
limits (and hence larger�v values) will not influence the simulated
spectrum, however, the modeling of extra rotational levels will alter
the spectrum within the 220–255 nm range. Since the intensity
distribution is the optimization parameter for the temperature-fitting
procedure, the inclusion of additional limits via the in-house
simulations is justified.

Fine-scale spectra were collected and temperature fits constructed
for the NO A2

P� ! X2
Q

electronic transition in the 220–255 nm
region using the extended limits. The temperature-fitting procedure
was the same as described for the OH A-X transition. NO spectra

Fig. 7 NO�band spectra obtained at three different locations (2, 3, and
4 mm) downstream of the Mach stem.

Fig. 8 Comparison between simulated spectra using an in-house
developed algorithm and LIFBASE for an A-state vibrational

temperature of 6200 K. �max � 5 and Jmax � 80. The major vibrational

band transitions are indicated.

Fig. 9 Comparison between the results of two simulated spectra using

an in-house developed algorithm, one with �max � 5 and Jmax � 80

(limits inherent in LIFBASE), and the other with the extended limits of

Jmax � 20 and Jmax � 250.

Fig. 10 Simulated and experimental NO spectra obtained 2 mm

downstream of the Mach stem for an A-state vibrational temperature of

6900 K.
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were collected at 1, 2, 3, and 4 mm downstream of the Mach stem.
Further downstream spectral acquisition of the relaxation region was
restricted by the influence of converging shear layers bounding the
measurement region, as shown in Fig. 2a. A sample spectrum,
collected at 2 mm behind the Mach stem, is shown in Fig. 10 along
with the simulated comparison. The vibrational temperature in this
case was determined to be 6900 K. Using the LIFBASE limits, the
calculated vibrational temperature was 7600 K. As exhibited for all
imaging locations, the NO spectra are somewhat noisy and the visual
fit fidelity is not as pronounced as in the OH spectra. As shown in
Fig. 10, the major vibrational band transition intensities are all
accurately matched.

The potential of contaminant emission within the 220–255 nm
range was further investigated. Previous spectroscopic measure-
ments at the TCM2 hypersonic facility have highlighted the
importance of reducing test gas contamination. Pilverdier et al.
noticed that a Mylar secondary diaphragm displayed significantly
less emissive intensity than one made from copper [34]. The HET
facility operates with a Mylar diaphragm. Ramjuan et al. also
emphasized the importance of cleaning the facility [36]. As a result,
before each shot both the driven and accelerator section were
cleaned. No differences in the nitric oxide spectra were observed.

Dry air was also used as the test gas in order to see if the trace
quantities of water vapor were affecting the results. The test location
2 mm behind the Mach stem was used to determine the influence of
themoisturewithin the air. At this location five room air shots and six
dry air shots were conducted and the temperatures determined. The
standard deviation of these determined temperatures was 320 and
140 K for the room air and dry air runs, respectively. Despite the
improvement in shot-to-shot repeatability with dry air as the test gas,

no marked change in the experimental spectra was observed.
Previous studies had identifiedO2 Schumann–Runge band radiation
within theNO � band emission, however, its presencewas not seen to
influence the measurement [25,26]. Irregardless of any contaminant
source, the intensity of the NO emission dominates the spectrum and
is significantly greater than the contaminant signal. Therefore, as the
temperature-fitting procedure uses intensity peak values as the main
optimization parameter, the contaminant signal is not sufficient
enough to hamper the temperature calculation.

Experimentally measured NO vibrational temperatures are shown
in Fig. 11. Data are obtained from three experiments each at 1, 3, and
4 mm and six experiments at the 2 mm location. The repeatability
of the measurements is good. The temperature profile calculated
using the thermochemical model detailed above is also shown. Very
good agreement is achieved between calculated and experimentally
measured vibrational temperatures across the relaxation region.
The largest discrepancy is observed at the 2 mm location, while the
temperature measurements at the other three locations are all within
experimental error. The equilibrium temperature for this test con-
dition (assuming a nitrogen, oxygen, and argon air mixture) is
calculated to be 3872 K from the NASA Chemical Equilibrium
with Applications program [65]. Table 3 compares the ensemble
average of the temperature measurement at each location versus the
numerical result.

Results from the OH temperature fits described above are also
presented on the same graph. The OH vibrational temperatures are
considerably lower than those of NO and the temperature gradient
throughout the relaxation region is much less pronounced and
accompanied by a faster relaxation rate. OH error bars are not
presented as no thermochemical calculation was conducted and
hence no temperature gradient was available. The disparity between
the experimentally measured OH and NO vibrational temperatures
is indicative of the nonequilibrium flowfield. The deviation from
equilibrium of each of the two species depends on the specificity of
the reactions that lead to their formation. As discussed in Sec. I, OH
A-X band vibrational temperatures calculated from OH radiation
models have previously been reported to differ substantionally from
bulk vibrational temperatures. For example, Levin et al. calculated
the peak stagnation line vibrational OH A-state temperature to be
two- to three-times greater than the bulkflow vibrational temperature
[7]. Kossi and Boyd also found considerable differences between the
vibrational temperatures of the bulk flow and those calculated from
anOHA-X radiationmodel [12]. The productionmechanisms of OH
and their impact on the vibrational temperature of the nascent species
were found to be significant by Gimelshein et al [11]. Additionally, it
was seen that even for a given production mechanism, different
vibrational temperatures were predicted depending on the chemical
reaction model [13]. These previous studies, together with the
present work, indicate that while OH is an attractive species to probe
due to its single, significantly excited state at these conditions, there
are challenges associated with its use in nonequilibrium flows.
However, the presented OH results serve as useful comparative
experimental data towards resolving these issues and verifying any
OH inclusive thermochemical model.

F. Sources of Uncertainty

The temperature-measurement sources of error arise from shot-to-
shot variation in MR location, the spatial precision of the imaging
location, test condition variability, spectroscopic resolution, and the

Fig. 11 Experimentally measured NO and OH A-state vibrational

temperatures in the postshock relaxation region. Measurements are

compared with calculations using a detailed thermochemical model.

Table 3 Comparison between averaged experimen-

tal values and numerical results at different

locations behind the Mach stem

Distance, mm Numerical, K Experimental, K

1 7143 7067
2 6356 6917
3 5971 6060
4 5721 6007

Table 4 Breakdown of the contribution of the different uncertainty sources at each spatial imaging

location for the nitric oxide vibrational temperature measurementsa

Axial distance,
mm

Spectrograph
resolution

MR Imaging
location

Test
condition

Temperature
increment

1 0.16 77.76 19.44 2.55 0.09
2 0.15 75.45 18.86 5.17 0.37
3 0.13 63.52 15.88 18.67 1.81
4 0.11 56.67 14.17 25.25 2.80

aValues are given as percentages of the total uncertainty.
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temperature increment selection of the fit to simulated spectra.
The first two sources are dependent upon the relaxation region
temperature gradient, which was determined from numerical
calculations. As described in Secs. II.B and IV.B, the uncertainties in
the imaging location and MR movement are 0.25 and 0.5 mm,
respectively. The freestream static temperature was used as the
parameter to gauge test condition variability. For the purpose of the
uncertainty analysis, the freestream static temperature is taken to be
only dependent upon the HET initial pressures. Theoretically, the
freestream static temperature would also be dependent upon the
section gas compositions. As discussed above in Sec. II.A, the air
leak-rate into the helium filled expansion section is negligible and
hencewill not influence the gas dynamic prediction. Moisturewithin
the air is expected to have a negligible influence upon the air test gas
and is also not considered. Driver pressures are so large (roughly
25 atm) that any residual air within the helium gas is completely
negligible. Therefore, freestream static temperatures are taken to be
dependent only upon the initial HET pressures. Table 4 presents the
percentage breakdown of each uncertainty source. The temperature-
measurement error bars at each imaging location, �T, based upon
the five uncertainty parameters described above is calculated using
the following equation:

�T �

�����������������������������������X5
i�1

��
@T

@xi
!xi

�
2
�vuut (2)

where !xi denotes the uncertainty in the measurement of a certain
parameter, xi. Values are presented as percentages of the total
uncertainty. The largest contribution to the total uncertainty is due to
the MR movement from shot-to-shot. Combined with the imaging
location uncertainty, these two factors account for more than 70% of
the total uncertainty at each spatial location.

V. Conclusions

Emission spectroscopy is used to measure nitric oxide and
hydroxyl radical vibrational temperatures behind a strong normal
shock. The stationary normal shock is created via a MR using an
opposing wedge model in a high-enthalpy Mach 7.42 air freestream
in an expansion tube facility. The inflow conditions for the normal
shock have been experimentally defined by pressure, velocity, and
shock angle measurements. Experimental spectral data from the NO
and OH A-X band sequences were collected at selected locations,
1 mm apart, behind the Mach stem. OH temperature fits were
conducted using simulated spectra generated by LIFBASE, whereas
the NO fits required higher vibrational and rotational levels and the
use of an in-house spectral simulation algorithm. A state-resolved
thermochemical model was used to calculate the NO A-state
temperature profile up to 5 mm downstream of the Mach stem. Very
good agreement is obtained between NO vibrational measurements
and computations. As has been reported for previous studies of
flight data, the temperatures calculated from OH emission differ
significantly from those of other species in these nonequilibrium
flows. These results extend previous studies applying emission
spectroscopy for test gas identification in impulse facilities and
demonstrate the measurement of species vibrational temperatures in
an expansion tube.

Appendix: Spectroscopic Calculations

The expressions used for the vibrational energy, G���, and
rotational energy, F��J�, are

F��J� � B�J�J � 1� (A1)

G��� � !e��� 1=2� � !exe��� 1=2�2 � !eye��� 1=2�3 (A2)

B� � Be � �e��� 1=2� (A3)
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